
The Healing Power of

Acellerate GF™
At a Glance
•  PRP is old technology… 

Growth Factors are 
new!

•  Contains super dose of 
growth factors

•  Promotes super 
recruitment of stem 
cells (bloodborne)

•  Concentrates growth 
factors to help stem 
cells promote the 
growth of specific types 
of cells

•  Accelerates 
development of new 
blood vessels

•  Accelerates bone 
regeneration

•  Initiates new connective 
tissue

•  Can be a powerful 
stand-alone treatment 
or combined with  
stem cell therapy

Our Acellerate GF plasma concentrate (not another PRP product) 
contains a super dose of growth factors and is a super recruiter of 
bloodborne stem cells in high concentration to promote growth of 
specific types of cells, accelerated bone regeneration and development of 
new blood vessels, and initiate new connective tissue.  

Acellerate GF has an overall high growth factor concentration and 
liquid-fibrin matrix, the key benefit of which is to promote accelerated 
proliferation of growth factors for more effective and rapid healing, 
without the pain experienced on injection with PRP.  It is a natural platelet 
concentrate used in regenerative medicine that requires only a small 
amount of the patient’s own blood to initiate the healing process, and is a 
fast-acting and highly effective way to non-operatively treat certain injury 
to soft tissue, tendons, ligaments, muscles and joints, and nerves.

Acellerate GF was developed in an actual medical practice, where 
our team of physicians and technologists were able to see results and 
optimize product efficacy.

Acellerate GF can be combined with your Stem Cell treatments, or be 
used as a non-painful, Alternative/Stand-Alone Regenerative Therapy 
for the effective treatment of musculoskeletal injuries and conditions, 
neuropathy and chronic non-healing wounds.

Acellerate GF Protocol (Standalone Therapy) 
This protocol has been developed to give maximum benefit to the patient 
within a short period of time.  We recommend that patients are treated 
with Accelerate GF™ treatments weekly for 3 weeks, or once every  
2 weeks over a six-week period, or four times over 8 weeks. The 
Practitioner should schedule treatments based on the severity of the 
injury or condition, as well as progress during treatment. 

Orthopedics & Sports Medicine
• Knee Injuries  • Shoulder Injuries
• Hip Injuries  • Back Injuries
• Elbow Injuries  • Osteoarthritis

Indications 
• Musculoskeletal Injury
• Neuropathy
• Chronic Non-Healing Wounds

Acellerate GF



TREATMENT CYCLE for patients requiring aggressive healing to avoid surgery.

Combining Plasma Solutions & Stem Cell Therapy

The Power of Platelets

Stem Cells

Platelets are activated 
by damaged tissue. 

They initiate the clotting 
cascade and kick-off the 

healing cycle.

Growth factors do the “heavy lifting”. 
They start aggressive healing, stimulate 
cellular growth, form new blood 
vessels and attract stem cells.

l  It provides a greater variety of treatment options to the 
patient, taking into consideration the affordability

l  Acellerate GF treatments prepare the joint to receive 
the stem cells, increasing adherence

l  A post-stem cell injection of Acellerate GF can 
maximize the effectiveness of the stem cells

l  Patients are willing to opt for the addition of Acellerate 
GF to their stem cell therapy in order to maximize their 
results

l  Offering this combination approach will help set you 
apart from nearby practitioners

Referred to as the body’s “master cells,” 
stem cells can become any type of new 
tissue. They have the potential to regenerate 
new tissue, not just mask symptoms.

l Platelet derived GF
l Transforming GF
l Basic Fibroblast GF
l Vascular Endothelial GF
l Epidermal GF
l Nerve GF

l Injury healers, not pain killers
l In concentration, they lower the pain level

l They work quickly
l They can be a “complete” treatment

Upon activation 
they release 
natural anabolic 
GROWTH 
FACTORS

WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3-4 WEEK 6-8

Initiate treatment with injection of Acellerate GF. 
This kick-starts the healing process and forms a 

matrix for stem cell adherence.

Inject
Stem Cells

Inject Acellerate GF as a  
post stem-cell therapy to  
boost stem cells activity.

Evaluate progress of patient to determine 
if additional Acellerate GF treatment  

is needed to achieve desired outcome.

•  Provides better ourcomes 
for patients

•  Increases patient satisfaction 
and compliance

•  A more cost-effective  
treatment

What is
Acellerate GF?
Acellerate GF™ is an injectable 
concentrate of platelets and growth 
factors (GF), which recruit stem cells, 
along with proteins and fibrinogen in 
high concentrations for the effective 
treatment of (i) musculoskeletal 
conditions and orthopedic injuries,  (ii) 
peripheral neuropathy, and (iii) chronic 
non-healing wounds.  Acellerate GF acts 
as a catalyst for the natural and rapid 
healing of soft tissue, tendons, ligaments, 
muscles and joints, and nerves.  

Acellerate GF both activates and 
aggregate platelets prior to injection 
using a proprietary solution that:

•  Promotes rapid healing with minimal 
to no pain

•  Harmless to the patient, and uses 
patient’s own blood and natural 
substances found in the bloodstream

•  Stimulates accelerated tissue repair and 
regeneration, without risk of allergic 
reaction, disease transmission or 
infection 

Acellerate GF can be used as a 
complete standalone therapy or as 
a highly effective complement to 
stem cell treatments.

Growth Factors

The Benefits of Combining

Acellerate GF 
& Stem Cell Therapy


